Here Comes the Ride!

THERE ISN’T A MORE IMPORTANT DAY FOR GETTING THINGS RIGHT.

Experience the confidence of knowing that your group’s transportation is being done by the company with 79 years of experience in transporting people.

Say “WE DO” to the Bus!

To reserve your coach, email the details of your transportation needs to either your Charter Sales Representative or charters@peoriacharter.com. You will receive an email response within 24 hours.

20 passenger 38 passenger 56 passenger

Hours: Time is calculated continuously from pickup time until bus is released from duty. Payment: 10% Non-refundable deposit is due at the time of booking. The remaining balance is due 2 weeks before the travel date. Alcohol: There is a $100 additional charge to consume alcohol on board. The group must also sign the Alcohol Consumption Agreement Driver’s Tip: The tip is left between the group and the driver. Peoria Charter does not automatically charge group any percentage amount for tips. Average: $1-$3 per person
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Experience our experience